
UNDERMOUNT SINK KIT  
Installation Instructions
1)  Remove cap from  

633 Epoxy/605 Acrylic Adhesives

      -  Dispense a small amount of adhesive until  
adhesive is flowing from both sides (A&B)

      -  25ml Hand Syringe: Push adhesive out in equal amounts  
in provided mixing cup and mix thoroughly with mixing  
stick until the color is completely uniform.

      -  50ml Cartridge: Place cartridge into dispense gun  
without attaching mixing nozzle, dispense small  
amount until both sides dispense at the same time,  
and attach mixing nozzle, 

      -  Dispense a 6-8” bead of adhesive on scrap  
material to purge the cartridge.



2)  Clean the area to be bonded and the  
Glue-On Fastener with alcohol. Surface  
must be clean and dry for good adhesion 

3)  Carefully apply 633 Epoxy/605 Acrylic to  
the base of the Glue-On Fastener or and  
set in desired position on the underside of  
the countertop around the sink cut-out

4)  Allow 45 minutes - 1 hour for adhesive to 
reach proper handling strength.

     Note: Adhesive will continue to cure for up to 24 hours

5)  Once adhesive has reached handling  
strength place your sink into position,  
mount the ‘Z’-Shaped Sink Clip onto the  
Glue-On Fastener, add Washer, then  
tighten with the Wingnut

Chem-Set™ C20 by Chemical Concepts is the result of years of hands-on experience and in-depth 
product knowledge centered around providing the industry’s best UV stable, non-yellowing adhesive 
for solid surface, engineered stone, and natural stone products.
We’ve developed Chem-Set™ C20 to be the best adhesive on the market:

Faster gelling and curing times.
Whitest whites in the industry, brighter than its competitors.
Best color matches in the industry. We will match ANY color!
Quickest adhesive to fixture and subsequently fabricate.
Bonds better to quartz, stone, marble, and porcelain products better 
than its competitors due to its additives.
Best UV package in the industry.
Uses the same cartridge style, with the same tip design that every major 
solid surface supplier uses.
Custom colors available at low minimums for that perfect match on new 
solid surface and quartz colors. (min 2 cart.)
Made in the USA, in close proximity to 70% of the population of the 
United States. Our competition’s is produced in Vancouver,
Canada, 2,000 miles away.

Order today at www.chemical-concepts.com, or call us at
800-220-1966 to speak with our adhesive experts!

C-20
Seaming Adhesive for Surface Fabrication Use 

chemical-concepts.com
410 Pike Road 
Huntingdon Valley, PA 19006
1 (800) 220-1966

NEW Faster gelling and curing    •    Whitest whites available    •    Match Any Color  

Whats new over competitors!

Why turn to Chem-set™ C-20 adhesives over competitors?

Faster gelling and curing times
Whiter whites

Match ANY Color

Decades of adhesive experience in one, convenient tube! 


